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Woodstock Chimes® Seeks Big Success with Top Sellers in New Petite Sizes 
 
SHOKAN, N.Y., August 18, 2020 – Woodstock Chimes, 
the leading manufacturer of musically tuned windchimes, 
has launched two top selling designs in petite sizes for 
summer 2020. Featuring their respective, decorative faux 
stone accents, the Woodstock Turquoise Chime™ - Petite 
(center left, SKU: WTBRP), with beautiful bronze round 
tubes, and Woodstock Amethyst Chime™ - Petite (center 
right, SKU: WYBRP), with sleek silver round tubes, are 
both tuned to a lovely pentatonic scale. With a circular, 
teak finish ash wood top piece, they measure a petite 16 
inches in overall length, retail for $25 and come ready to 
give in a kraft gift box.  
 
“Our Turquoise and Amethyst chimes are as extraordinarily popular as they are beautiful for indoor or outdoor 
decors” said Garry Kvistad, founder and owner of Woodstock Chimes and a GRAMMY® Award-winning 
musician. “The wood, tubes and captivating stone accents provide a contrast applauded by home decorators and 
fashionistas alike. To continue capitalizing on the great success of this series, we are happy to offer these widely 
appealing, gorgeous chimes in several sizes and price points for maximum return on investment.” 
 
Comparatively, the Woodstock Turquoise Chime - Medium (left, SKU: WTBRM) and Small (middle left, SKU: 
WTBR), with their respective, decorative faux stone accents, has cherry finish ash wood and beautiful bronze 
square tubes. The Woodstock Amethyst Chime™ - Medium (right, SKU: WYBRM) and Small (middle right, SKU: 
WYBR), with their respective, decorative faux stone accents, has teak finish ash wood and sleek silver square 
tubes. Amethyst is also February’s birthstone. The Medium size measures 30 inches in overall length and retails 
for $50. The Small size measures 21 inches in overall length and retails for $30. All are tuned using the “golden 
ratio” found throughout nature, have a square top piece and come ready to give in a kraft gift box. 
 
To see and hear all Woodstock Chimes and Woodstock Rainbow Makers™, or to find a Woodstock Chimes 
OneCoast Territory Manager, please visit OneCoast.com/find or contact Woodstock Chimes directly by calling 
800-422-4463 or visit OneCoast.com/Woodstock.  
 
Company Name:  Woodstock Percussion, Inc., 167 DuBois Road, Shokan, N.Y. 12481 U.S.A. 
  800-422-4463, WoodstockChimes.com 
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  845-657-0449, mark.darwak@chimes.com  
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About Woodstock Percussion, Inc.: Woodstock Percussion, Inc. makers of Woodstock Chimes®, is the leading manufacturer of musically tuned 
windchimes. In 1979, GRAMMY® Award-winner Garry Kvistad and his wife, Diane, founded Woodstock Percussion in New York’s Hudson Valley, 
where the company continues to design award-winning musical instruments, distinctive home and garden décor, musical gifts, fountains and crystal 
suncatchers using superior materials found around the world. The result is a unique collection of nearly 700 different products that bring joy to people of 
all ages. Popular collections include: Inspirational and Memorial Chimes, Coastal Chimes, Woodstock Gongs, Woodstock Bells, Encore® Collection, 
Woodstock Rainbow Makers™, Asli Arts®, Woodstock Music Collection® and, of course, Classic Chimes. For more information on Woodstock Chimes, 
visit OneCoast.com/Woodstock or call 800-422-4463. 
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